Abstract. Control of chaos in a dual-ring erbium-doped fiber laser is studied by modulating the laser pump and its physical model is presented to induce the dual-ring erbium-doped fiber laser to a cyclic state and other dynamics states via adding a periodic signal to the pump. When one pump is modulated by a periodic square wave signal, we find that chaotic behaviors of the laser can be pressured and the dual-ring can show two periodic states while each ring can emit cyclic pulses. It indicates that chaotic dual-ring erbium-doped fiber laser has been controlled. When another periodic square wave signal with a different modulation depth value is used to perform on the laser, behavior of the laser can be deduced to produce multi-periodic states. When the pump is modulated by a sinusoidal signal, behaviors of the laser can be controlled to deduce two other periodic states while each ring emits cyclic pulses. We find that chaotic behavior of the laser can be controlled. And the laser shows a lot of dynamics behaviors via the chaos-control method. The result is very helpful to study of chaos-control techniques, fiber lasers and other lasers.
Introduction
Chaos or its motion is very sensitive to its starting condition. Chaotic behavior or chaos output signal shows a kind of random characteristic. Chaotic system and its applications were widespread studied by many researchers. Since "OGY" technology of chaos-control was presented in twentieth Century 90 [1] , many chaos-control methods have been presented and educe a chaotic variety to a periodic regular variety [2, 3] . Newly, study of chaos-control is focal point. By using the application of a small perturbation or occasional proportional feedback, we can convert chaotic behavior into a stable state or one of the unstable periodic orbits embedded in a chaotic attractor. It has been recently obtained that chaotic lasers can be realized to suppress or stabilized by the current modulation and the optical feedback, and so on [4] . However, few reports of chaos-control in dual-ring erbium-doped fiber lasers are presented. In this paper, a novel method of chaos-control is presented using a periodic signal to modulating the each pump. The results are very helpful to our study of chaos-control techniques, dual-ring erbium-doped fiber lasers, and other lasers.
In twentieth Century 90, erbium doped fiber as a novel of laser source and optical amplifier has been used in optical fiber communication systems and optical fiber sensors. People made widely studies of erbium-doped fiber laser system and its dynamics in theorey and experiment. Because of the metastable state lifetime of erbium ion in fiber laser for 1 ~ 10ms and the optical fiber core of high power density, laser can be made by the continuous working state transition to self pulsation or chaotic state, F.Sancheez and L.G.Luo et al observed that the nonlinear dynamics phenomena, and established the model of two coupled lasers [5, 6] . It showes for potential value of application of chaos in secure communication and control fields, therefore, it is significance for researches on behavios and chaos-control in optical fiber laser. At present, double ring fiber laser can show chaos through nonlinear coupling, single ring fiber laser arises chaos through optical mutual injection of the two lasers [7, 8] . The form of pulse fiber lasers are mainly self pulsation, where the nonlinear effect of strong irregular pulsation produced by the optical fiber lasers coupling. When high erbium ion doping concentration reaches a certain number of the saturated absorption, fiber laser can also produce irregular pulse or chaos [7, 8] .
Model and Results
The physical model for single ring erbium doped fiber laser may be a three level system. Because of the pump, Erbium ions transfer fast from the level 3 to level 2, so the activation level 3 remained almost vacancy. The physical model of single ring erbium doped fiber laser can be simplified as a two level system. The physical model for dual-ring erbium doped fiber laser may be described by coupling the two level systems. The normalized ion number density in the level 2 of the energy excited state and the cavity photon number density are described by the coupling rate equation as following [ 
Where subscripts a and b stand for a ring and b ring of the lasers. Ip is the optical pump. E is the laser normalized field describing the total ion population density in each ring. D is the normalized ion number density. k is the loss coefficient of the laser. ƞ0 is the coupling coefficient of optical coupler. g is the laser gain coefficient. Chaotic optical pulses and other nonlinear dynamic behaviors in the laser can generate due to the dual-ring coupling. And in Eqs. (3), expression [1+δa×S a(2πfat)] is the modulation items. δa×S a(2πfat) as an additional freedom of operation is introduced by modulating the pump of the ring a. S stands for a periodic signal, δ is the modulation depth and f is the modulation frequency. When an additional freedom of pump modulation is induced to perform on the laser, we will find that the laser output shows cyclic pulses or other pulses. Control of chaos in dual-ring erbium-doped fiber lasers are realized by modulating the laser pump. Fig.1 shows our chaos-control scheme.
The dual-ring erbium doped fiber lasers can generate chaotic dynamic behaviors due to the dual-ring coupling. In our numerical simulations, the laser system parameters are taken by normalized values [7, 8] : Ipa=Ipb=4, ka=kb=1000, ƞ0=0.2, ga=4800, gb=10500. Figure 2 shows no control of the dual-ring erbium-doped fiber laser nonlinear dynamic behavior, fig.2 (a) and (b) are Firstly, we give results about control of the ring a via a square wave modulating the pump. At first, we take the control parameters δa=0.05, fa=18MHz and the square wave amplitude being 1. We perform on modulation-control after 2ms for all control. Chaos-control result is shown in Figs.3 . We find that chaotic laser has been controlled to stabilize in a cycle-4 state after 5ms. Figure 3 (a) shows the laser dynamics being a cycle-4 orbit, fig.3 (b) shows dual-ring output waveform variation while the laser shows some undamped relaxation oscillation with the control-performance before 5ms, and fig.3 (c) shows two ring output in two cycle-4 states. The results indicate that chaos-control of the dual-ring erbium-doped fiber laser has realized to stabilize in cycle states. Second, we give a single-cycle state result when the control parameters are taken as δa=0.08, fa=18MHz and the square wave amplitude being 1. Figure 4 shows that the laser has been controlled to deduce to single-cycle states. Two ring of the laser emit cycle pulses after 2.5ms. Figure 4 (a) shows the laser dynamics behaviors presenting a single-cycle orbit, and fig.4 (b) shows two ring output waveforms and two ring output becoming of two single-cycle states after 2.5ms. The results indicate that chaos-control of the dual-ring erbium-doped fiber laser has obtained to pressure in cycle states.
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Next, we give results via a sinusoidal signal modulating the pump. The control parameters are taken as δa=0.1, fa=18MHz and the amplitude being 1. Chaos-control result is presented in Figs.5. We find that chaotic laser has been deduced to stabilize in a single-cycle state after 3ms. Figure 5 (a) shows the laser dynamics becoming of a single-cycle orbit. Figure 5 (b) shows dual-ring output waveform variation while the laser shows some undamped relaxation oscillation with the control-performance between 2ms and 3ms. The results indicate that chaos-control of the dual-ring erbium-doped fiber laser has realized to educe single-cycle states.
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